Regulation of an idiotype+ B cell lymphoma. Effects of antigen and anti-idiotopic antibodies on proliferation and Ig secretion.
The B cell surface Ig molecule plays an important regulatory role in delivering inductive/tolerogenic signals to the cell. In this paper, the effect of Ag and anti-idiotopic antibodies on the in vitro proliferation and Ig secretion of a B cell tumor was studied. The tumor (BCL1), which had been transfected with the TEPC-15 VH and VL Ig genes, expresses surface Ig and secretes antibody that binds the hapten phosphorylcholine. We found that Ag (C polysaccharide and phosphorylcholine carrier Ag) and two different anti-idiotopic antibodies, in the absence of T cells, all inhibited the proliferation of the T15+ transfectant cell line. The anti-idiotopic antibodies, but not Ag, also inhibited the secretion of T15 Ig by this cell line, suggesting different functional roles for Ag vs anti-Id in the regulation of B cell inactivation. The inhibition of secretion and proliferation appears to be cell cycle phase related. In addition, mouse rIL-4 could override the inhibition of proliferation induced in these studies. These phenomena, demonstrating that binding of surface Ig can result in the transduction of negative growth signals to a B cell tumor, can be viewed as a manifestation of immunologic tolerance. These findings collectively demonstrate that Ag and anti-Id mediate different signals to B cells via interaction with the surface Ig. Because of the monoclonal nature of the T15 transfectant and the anti-idiotypic antibodies, this system can be used to investigate the underlying molecular reactions involved in the B cell response and induction of tolerance.